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Introduction
Granton Bikeworks is a 4-storey urban
block located within Granton, Edinburgh. It
contains a bicycle manufacturing facility, bicycle workshops, a community café, a tools
library, open workspaces and 80 housing
units. The housing units are made up of
53 studio apartments located in the North
West block, with 19 2-bedroom apartments
and 8 2-bedroom family maisonettes located in the North-East block. The bicycle
workshops and communal facilities are in
the South Block.

today and considered how a creative architectural expression may help to rethink the
proximity between working environments
and lived space. The home, as a fundamental architectural problem, must be a place
of safety, of self-expression and of freedom
to create. By considering these qualities as
essential to the home, the dwelling proposals consider how the home can maintain both the human body and the material
objects that both facilitate work and form
aspects of the self.

The site, a large area of neglected land, sits
between the National Museum archives and
Waterfront Avenue. The apparent neglect
of the site, and the lack of amenities gives
the impression of the site as a ‘blank slate’.
Learning that Granton was and remains a
place of cultural and economic significance
through historic research and careful documentation was fundamental to this research
project and subsequent design proposal.

This project grew from an interest in the
process of bicycle manufacturing and the
skills and knowledge sharing that is integral to the cycling community. This openness to exchange of tools, bike parts, ideas
and skills encouraged the development of
an urban block that assists and encourages
the sharing of skills within and around the
home. Born from such interactions, I cautiously consider the project as a contribution to the commons already present within
Granton.

The minimal built fabric on the site and the
industrial history of the area invited discussion on the way we live and work within cities
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Granton, Edinburgh

Map showing the location of Granton within the wider Edinburgh area.
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Granton is an area that many of Edinburgh’s residents may not have heard of and rarely visit. Sited
between Muirhouse, Trinity and the Firth of Forth
the neighbourhood is cut off due to slow transport links and economic inequality from much of
the cultural and economic energy that makes the
city of Edinburgh such a desirable place to live and
work. Granton and the neighbouring areas of Pilton and Muirhouse are some of the most deprived
neighbourhoods in the city, with high rates of unemployment and underfunded public services.
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Granton sits on Edinburgh’s coastline yet feels
detached from the water. Decades of poor urban
planning has made it hard to navigate by foot from
the centre of Granton down to the water and the
topography of the area means the sea is rarely visible. Unlike in Portobello or Leith, there is sparse infrastructure to support any tourism and the faceless warehouses that sit along the shore dominate
the skyline, which seems to have stunted any interest in working towards a public realm that could
serve residents of Granton and the wider population of Edinburgh. For decades, Granton has been
marked as an area for much needed housing development close to the city centre of Edinburgh due to
the large areas of undeveloped land. Medium sized
apartment blocks have been built along Waterfront
Avenue but any efforts to implement large-scale
urban plans have repeatedly fallen through. Abandoned warehouses and factories, pieces of broken
equipment from former industry and the piles of
abandoned building materials create a sense that
Granton is not important and does not have cultural or social value. Seated on the edge of Edinburgh,
a highly valued historical city, Granton is easily forgotten and rarely known.
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Granton Works, Granton Park Avenue, Edinburgh. Oblique aerial photograph taken facing north. 1936

A Material History of Granton

Aerial photograph of Granton Gasworks, 1949
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Gaining a conceptual foothold in Granton was essential in
developing a research project and subsequent design. In order to unpick and reveal narratives and histories, and to feel
invested in the development of the area, my research began with ‘a brief material history of Granton’ in which myself
and my colleagues examined 5 different objects and materials that had been manufactured locally . This research was
informative of the complex and vibrant industrial history of
Granton and helped to consider potential productive activities that could help to invigorate the post-industrial environment going forward. It also revealed the influence of the
manufacturing industries on the urban fabric of Granton,
which informed the building of residential areas, new roads
and the railway, as shown in the historic maps. ‘A material
history of Granton’ was the beginning of an interest in the
cultural ground of Granton. While the role of the architect is
to understand the ground as a geological and environmental
entity, I felt there was great value in reading the ground as a
cultural artefact in itself, to help excavate Granton’s history
and help inform design proposals that would be integrated
into the site.
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Granton Quarry

AB Fleming & Co

Granton quarry was located
on the west side of Granton
Harbour’s western breakwa
ter. The sandstone from
this quarry was intended
to be used for the building
of Granton Harbour, and
much of it was. However,
sandstone from this quarry
also contributed to the
construction of The Granton
Hotel, the statue of James
Watt, and - most famously the statue of Nelson at the
top of Nelson’s Column in
Trafalgar Square.

In 1870 the AB Fleming & Co
opened a factory on West
Shore Drive, Granton, North of
the Granton Gas Works. First
named Oil and Colour Works,
the company changed its name
to the Scottish Printing Ink
Factory and Chemical Works.
They specialised in producing
printing ink of various types, and
were well located in Edinburgh,
as the city became known in
the late 19th century as a centre
of the printing industry

The Madelvic Car Factory
The Madelvic Motor Carriage
company was founded by
William Peck, Edinburgh’s
City Astronomer, to develop
the emerging technology
of electricity. Madelvic
produced an ‘electric
brougham’ at their factory
in Granton, north Edinburgh,
between 1898 and 1900.
‘The Brougham’ was
driven by a three-wheeled
tractor-style front axle
unit, comprising a motor,
batteries and a small central
wheel, set behind the axle,
which propelled the vehicle.
This unit was mounted
to the front of a chassis,
creating a five-wheeled
automobile and could be
attached to any horsedrawn carriage.

The Ferrenti Factory

United Wire Works

Ferranti International
plc was a UK electrical
engineering and equipment
firm that operated for
over a century from 1885
until 1993. In 1943 Ferranti
established a factory at
Crewe Toll in Granton to
produce Gyro Gunsights for
Spitfire aircraft. The Ferranti
factory was a singlestorey building, situated
immediately east of Crewe
Toll, between Crewe Road
North and the Northern
General Hospital (now
the site of a Morrison’s
supermarket).

Founded in 1825, in Glasgow,
United Wire Works is still a
thriving business today. The
factory in Granton replaced
the Madelvic Car Factory
in 1925 and has since then
continued to manufacture
wire and woven wire mesh, a
material that has historically
been essential in the process
of papermaking. United
Wire Works continues to
manufacture wire mesh
within Granton, primarily for
use within the oil and gas in
dustries. Wire mesh made by
United Wire is shipped around
the world.
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Granton, 1850

Groundwork

Granton, 1900

Granton, 1950
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I want to briefly define the term Ground. ‘Ground’
seems to me a more useful term than ‘Site’ when
discussing the terrain of Granton. Robin Dripps, in
her essay Groundwork states that a site ‘possesses a reassuring degree of certainty… A site’s edges are known and a center can always be found.
Connections to the world beyond are limited and
tightly controlled. Sites can be owned... As such, it
reduces the complexity of both human and natural interactions to guide with assurance the polity it
has gathered within.’
My research on Granton showed a sometimes
chaotic but often vibrant manufacturing history
that was accompanied by narratives of people and
community. Understanding Granton as a patchwork of sites owned by faceless parties obscures
the complexity of the ground on which it sits.
Reading the ground in a state of constant flux, one
which holds the marks of industrial and technological development, political conflict and radical creative endeavours has informed the development of
the proposal and has encouraged the careful consideration of connections and interactions that are
already present within Granton. Through the study
of historical maps and the recording of the objects
and materials that had been abandoned, I was able
to build a more complex a picture of Granton as a
lived place.
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Site drawing mapping the material left on site, as well as the marks left on the ground from heavy
industry. This industrial activity has marked and contaminated the ground and polluted the soil which
has caused problems in developing the
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Depot Studios
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Small scale industry | Granton development

Community centre hosting
interdisciplinary workshops

Madelvic House
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Sculpture workshop
specialising in small scale
bronze foundry

Powderhall Bronze

My study of ‘Ground’ and my group’s research into
Granton’s material history, helped identify a quality of Granton’s urban fabric that had not been
acknowledged in the previous master
planning
schemes: a clear definition of mixed-use space
and the significance of manufacturing industries
in shaping the architecture and urban form of the
area. Using the information we had collected I decided that there would be value in developing a
scheme that included a manufacturing element
and that responded directly to the rich history of
Granton’s industrial past. Through the development
of a mixed-use space that combined housing units
and manufacturing processes I hoped to propose
a new form of architecture for Granton that might
help foster a closer relationship between residents
and local businesses and economies.

Recording studios and
workshop space for local
musicians

Cottage industry laptop
repair specialists

Edinburgh Computer Repair

Garage selling tyres and
replacement car parts

Small picture framers
operating in Victorian
townhouse

L & R Tyres
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Leith Framing Studio

Productive Potential

Ah Joo ‘The Collector’ Interview for From One Backyard
to Another

Bicycle Manufacturing

The act of cycling is symbolic of a certain freedom. Its affordability makes it a particularly democratic form of transport and one which adds
so much to an urban realm. A bicycle can be a
highly sought after luxury item, but it also can be
bought on gumtree for £50, and act as a liberating tool that allows the rider to move quickly
and easily around cities, discovering new corners
of their neighbourhoods that they may not have
encountered otherwise.
As cities in the UK attempt to rid themselves of
increasingly controversial and dangerous congestion, bicycles are becoming more popular.
While countries such as Germany, The Netherlands and Denmark have for many years designed bikes into their cities, the UK falls behind.
Granton is an area of Edinburgh that appears
in many ways to be separated from the rest of
the city. The transport links are slow and there
is little reason for residents in other parts of the
city to travel to the area. There are a few institutions that help to join Granton to the city, Edinburgh College has a large campus locally and the
National Museum archives are also in Granton.
However, I believe that expanding and improving on bike infrastructure, alongside the urban
planning that is already in place to support the
residential developments at saltire square, could
help to form improved connections between the
community in Granton and the wider city. On our
visits to Granton I noticed the efforts that were
being made to add additional bike infrastructure to the new developments along Waterfront
Avenue but was struck by how few cyclists were
using the bike paths.

Stills from the 1945 film ‘How a Bicycle is Made’.
British Film Institute

The UK used to be a large manufacturer of bicycles but much of the large scale production now
happens overseas. Instead, there is a growing
trend towards small and medium sized bicycle
manufacturers who design and make bespoke
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bicycles. Bicycle makers will often craft the frames
to suit the individual cyclist, most often cutting,
adjusting, and welding steel tubing, a material that
has been used for centuries to make bicycles. The
frame is built to measure and then carefully chosen components are added to suit the specific
needs of the rider. Wheels are threaded, seats altered and brakes connected to form an object that
has meticulously designed to suit the riders body.
While these products can be very expensive,
transforming an everyday object into a luxury
item, there is a positive culture of skill sharing and
collaboration within the cycling community that
could be used to inform an architectural proposal.
The bicycle is at the centre of the design of Granton Bikeworks. Through research into local bicycle
manufacturers I learnt that many bicycle makers
and producers start off in their homes working on
the kitchen table, in the hallway or the back garden. Bicycle maintenance and mechanics is not a
process that is necessarily formally taught, but often learnt through years of cycling, conversations
with other enthusiasts and a passion for bicycles.
Information is handed on from one person to another, through the bicycle itself as the subject of
discussion and questions.
The manufacturing of the bicycle soon developed
into a means to help me understand the importance of sharing practical skills through discussion
and exchange. While Granton Bikeworks houses
two large workshops the more meaningful workshops are the ones within the homes and in the
corridors. The skill sharing and exchange of information which the building helps to facilitate is the
primary productive activity taking place in Granton
Bikeworks.
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Dwelling Prototype
1/ 1:100

Dwelling Prototype 1
My initial dwelling prototypes examined the cleansing of
the body as well as cleaning objects and equipment that facilitate work. The first moment within the dwelling was the
washing and cleaning of the body, in a large shower room.
Dwelling prototype 1 considered how a person would move
through the dwelling, moving from ‘wet’ to ‘dry’. In addition
it also considered the divide between public and private
within a small studio apartment. The central divide marks
a distinction between the kitchen, where more public acts
take place, that of cooking and socialising, and the living
space, where I proposed that the production of the self
through making, fixing and altering of the body and of our
materials possessions might take place.

Diagram exploring movement from a wet environment into
a dry environment within a home.

Internal Massing

Private

Internal Circulation
Making and Resting

Atmospheric Collage showing the hallway and shower room in Dwelling Prototype 1.
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Public

Concept sketch
indicating a series of
shed forms placed
on the site

Cash’s Lane, Coventry
A terrace of 2 storey
homes with ‘topshops’,
designed to maintain
the independence of the
individual worker within
the factory system. They
were built as part of
Cash’s Model Factory in
1857, a scheme to give
the Coventry weaver what
he wanted - a properlydeveloped cottage factory
system.

Shed
The design process began with an interest in
the industrial vernacular of Granton, with a
particular focus on the linear form of the factory shed. I considered what this form represented and served in a manufacturing process, that of the input of labour and materials,
with the output being the product or material.

Roof form of United
Wire Works, Granton
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Above: Sketch plan
showing development
of the ramp within the
building.
Left: Maquette on site
model

Slope
Considering my productive activity, that of the
manufacturing and fixing of the bicycle,It was
important that the architecture responded to
the bicycle as a means of transport. This iteration had a sloped roof, with a shallow ramp
that would run throughout the building following the shape of the roof form. The slope
wraped in on itself to create a ‘knot’, an iteration of the ribbon. However, the cross over
of this ‘knot’ isolated the courtyard from the
public cycle route which did not correspond
my intention of creating a public space. In addition, the combination of the sloped roof and
the sloped ramp working together within one
building proved to be a huge technical chalenge, one which I struggled to tackle.
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Ramp
The developed form of Granton Bikeworks is
that of three linear blocks, which combine to
create a triangular form. Developed from the
‘slope’, the ramp acts as a secondary structure
that serves the primary form of the dwellings
and workshops. The ramp is the main route of
circulation around the building and extends
the footpath and bike path that runs through
the site, working to integrate the building’s
form into the urban framework that already
exists in Granton. The south block which
contains the bicycle workshops is 1.5 storeys,
whilst the other two blocks are 4 storeys.
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Ground Floor Plan in development. In this version of the plan the ramp existed as a seperate structure,
resembling a scaffold attached to the main body of the building. This was later developed so that the
ramp became integrated back into the building.
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Small Workshop with Bicycle
Storage

Fiat Lingotto factory in
Turin, Italy with a test track
on the roof. Designed
by Matté Trucco. The
use of the car to dictate
the form of the building
creates a striking and
exciting architectural form.
Accomodating the easy
movement of the cyclist
was a priority throughout
the development of the
design.

1 Bedroom Studio

Community Workshops and
Open access workspaces

2 Bedroom Apartment

2 Bedroom Maisonette

Bicycle Manufacturing

Typological Development
My intention with the dwelling distribution was
to use a fairly conventional housing typology,
that of the row housing, in an unexpected and
creative composition. The repetitive rhythm
of the dwellings, especially noticeable in the
North-West block which houses the studio
apartments, is broken up using the ramp. Conceptually the ramp’s role is to bring the collaborative production of the bicycle workshops
and community workshops into the apartment
blocks, carving out spaces that foster these
types of activities. The ramp, therefore is essential not only in the circulation of people but
also in the circulation of ideas.
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Environmental and Urban Strategy
A primary focus of my inital research and
subsequent design proposal was the ground
of Granton and finding an urban type that
integrated into the patchwork of activities and
connections that are already present on the
site. A key part of this approach was looking
to the street patterns that already existed and
respond accordingly through the layout and
programme of the proposed building. By designing the building to frame the bicycle path
that take cyclists and pedestrians down to the
sea, Granton Bikeworks helps to enliven the
passage from Granton’s urban centre to the
water. The positioning of Saltire Square along
this route means that a sequence of courtyards and squares begins to emerge, helping to bolster a public realm that is already
present in Granton through the presense of
Madelvic House community centre.
Environmentally, the building has been designed to consider how sunlight could be best
utilised. The design of the South block, is half
the height of the other two blocks, allowing
the internal courtyard to have increased exposure to sunlight. Additionally, the choice to
design a building that is only 4-storey’s high
means that the building sits low within the
landscape, meaning that high winds coming
from the water would be less of a concern
than with a taller building.
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Manufacturing Spaces
While the productive spaces within the scheme
are drawn through the whole building, the design of the bicycle manufacturing and assembly facilities were essential in forming key concepts for the larger project. The workshops are
consciously placed at the main entrance to the
building, adjacent to the ramps entrance. As
cyclists move up the ramp they are able to look
into the workshops. This visual link between
worker and resident was an important part of
the scheme, where the manufacturing process
are visible and closely associated with the residents of the building. The multiple openings on
either side of the workshops, both out onto the
courtyard and onto the paved veranda to the
south means that the manufacturing block invites movement of people and bicycles in and
around the facilities. In addition, the sloped
roof of the workshops echoes the industrial
vernacular found on the site, the break in form
from the 4-storey residential blocks helping to
ground the project within its site context.

Sketch Sections and Plans showing the development of the South Block which houses the manufacturing spaces.
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1:200 Ground Floor Plan showing the bicycle workshop and adjacent ramp.
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Nodes
The ‘nodes’ at each corner of the building offer moments of change and interaction. They
contain secondary circulation and service
cores but also represent meetings and separation. The ‘nodes’ are the main points of exit
and entry and are designed to be distinct from
one another to assist in the development of
a vibrant urban language for Granton and to
help orient visitors. In a technical way, the
nodes are moments in the building where the
ramp changes course. It is at this point that
the interaction between the ramp and the triangular form of the building is most significant
as it is the moment where a cyclist would dismount or cycle to their own home. The nodes
are designed to invite a pause, to lock up your
bike, say hello to a neighbour or look down
from a window at the cyclists moving along
the bike paths beneath.
Above: Perspective sketch and plan of the east ‘node’.
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